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ABSTRACT

Neural network inversion is the process by which we obtain the set of neural
network inputs which produce a specific output.

Network inversion can be used to

generate an explanation of the neural network behavior. Neural networks are known for
their powerful capability to model real systems by learning from examples. However, a
known drawback is their "black box" character. By explanation capability we mean the
expression of the knowledge learned by the neural network, in the form of
comprehensible rules, so the neural network's decisions are understandable to humans.
Network inversion is also the core of query-based learning (QBE). QBE is known as an
active learning technique. The training data is selectively generated, such that it covers
areas in the input space of high information content.
This dissertation explores the use of network inversion in these two areas.
Different means of inversion are presented and gradient descent inversion of the
probabilistic neural network (PNN) is derived. A new technique is proposed, which
generates an explanation of the neural network decision when used in classification. The
proposed technique is able to generate rules with arbitrarily desired fidelity. A survey of
the already existing neural network explanation algorithms is presented. Rule extraction
is analyzed from an information theory point of view. The new explanation technique is
applied to benchmark problems as well as to a real aerospace problem.

A causality

index, which provides preliminary neural network explanation, is analyzed and is applied
to compare with the proposed explanation technique.

\i

QBE is applied to two real

aerospace problems. The first application is a decision problem. The second application
is a mapping problem with continuous output. Sigmoid scaling and jitter are explored as
means of improving QBE.

\ii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Neural network inversion is the process by which we obtain the neural network
input which produces a desired output. Network inversion can be useful in many ways,
including query-based learning, explanation capability, diagnosis, and control. This
dissertation presents the use of inversion in query-based learning and explanation
capability.

1.1 Explanation Capabilitv of Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have been used during the last few decades in
a wide variety of applications. It is often useful to have a symbolic representation of the
rule set or the function calculated by the network. When the application is of the decision
type, like in classification or clustering problems, it is often desirable to understand how
the ANN determines its decision. Such understanding of the neural network argument is
often desired in areas such as data mining and financial engineering. For instance, a
financial institution rejecting a loan application based on neural network screening might
be required by law to provide the grounds for refusal. The explanation capabilit\ of
ANN'S not only serves for justification, but also can be useful in different ways,
including debugging and data theory induction.
The function learned by the neural network and used to generate the output is
often referred to as 'Hypothesis.'

Many approaches ha\c been suggested in order to

generate an explanation of the neural network hypothesis. Most of them try to create a
symbolic representation of the information stored in the neural network weights. A rich
survey can be found in (1, 2), which treat rule extraction from ANN's used in decision
type problems, i.e., where the output is discrete. A different approach suggested in (3)
uses neural network inversion to extract the minimal microfeatures in the input data,
which the network actually uses to determine its decision, as a first step towards an
explanation capability of the neural network. In this dissertation, a new explanation
technique is proposed which relies on network inversion. The survey given below mainly
includes the survey given in (1) and (2) and adds to them more recent approaches and
techniques.

1.2 Query-Based Learning
Neural network training can be based on data generated by an oracle or a teacher.
The oracle can be a physical system, a simulation model, a set of mathematical equations,
or any teacher which can be queried about a set of inputs, and give an answer about the
corresponding output response.
Query-based learning (QBE) (4, 5, 6, 7, 8) has been previously proposed to
efficiently train a neural network used for classification, when the data generation is
expensive. Query-based is an active learning technique (9) where the learner actixely
selects its training data. Other active learning techniques include optimal experiment
design (OED) (10, 11), which can be used with both classification and regression
problems.

In query-based learning, a typical scenario starts by roughly training a neural
network using a relatively small training data set. An inversion algorithm is then used to
generate input patterns lying on the decision boundary. The oracle is then queried to give
the correct output for each input pattern. The new set of input/true output pairs (the
query data), is then used to further train the neural network. There exist a variety of ways
to incorporate the query data with the original training data, and to initialize the neural
network weights. In some cases, using the output value corresponding to the decision
boundary is not the only possible target value. For example, one can use a target range
instead of a target value for a classification problem. This dissertation also shows how
query-based learning can be used in mapping problems, where the neural network output
is continuous. This can be useful in reducing the maximum network error. In this
dissertation, the different techniques of generating the query data (choosing the target
value), and using it in training the network, will be discussed for both the classification
and mapping cases. QBE is applied to two aerospace applications: a classification and a
mapping one.
Chapter II of this dissertation gives an overview of neural network inversion. A
survey of neural network explanation methods is given in Chapter EH.

The causality

index (44, 45) is derived in Chapter IV and presented as a preliminary tool for
explanation and diagnosis. This index is used in the experimental tests in\ol\ing the
aerospace decision problem.

A new technique for explaining neural networks is

described in Chapter V. Chapter VI gives more details on how to exploit network
inversion to project a point on the decision boundary hypersurface.

An information

theoretic treatment of rule extraction from neural networks is given in Chapter VII.
Chapter Vlll-Chapter IX show the experimental results of applying the new explanation
technique on benchmark, and aerospace problems respectively. Chapter IX and Chapter
X-Chapter XII describe existing aerospace applications investigated while under contract
to The Boeing Company. Chapter X is a theoretical treatment of query-based learning.
Its application to classification as well as mapping problems is presented in Chapter XIChapter XII, respectively. Chapter XIII contains a conclusion about this dissertation.

CHAPTER n
NEURAL NETWORK INVERSION

2.1 Gradient Descent Based Inversion of MLP
The inversion of MLP neural networks has been previously shown to be useful in
finding a set of input patterns which produce a target output pattern (12). The technique
seeks to minimize a least-square cost function by using a gradient descent algorithm.
In the forward path through the network, the output of a neuron unity in layer / is
given as
A-;=/(//;),

(2.1)

and
^/-,

" , ' = ! « ' .

(2.2)

/=0

where A^M is the number of neurons in the previous layer, w'^is the threshold, /(.) is an
activation function, and A represents the output of a neural unit.

The most commonly

used activation functions are the sigmoid

f(x)=—^
i+e

(2.3)

and the hyperbolic tangent.

fix) = tanh(.v) = ^
e +e

=

—.

(2.4)

l +e

The latter one is asymmetric, and has the advantage of accelerating the learning
process (13).

In a single output network, the forward mapping from input to output is achie\ ed
by finding a set of weights which minimizes the squared error
E = y,{t-xy-,

(2.5)

where t is the target output and v is the actual neural network output.
The reverse activity of producing an input vector corresponding to a predetermined output value in a feed forward network is referred to as network inversion
(12). The idea is similar to the backpropagation (BP) algorithm, where the error signals
are propagated back to tell the weights the manner in which to change in order to
decrease the output error. The inversion algorithm backpropagates the error signals to the
input layer to update the activation values of input units so that the output error is
minimized. Of course in the network inversion process, the network weights are frozen.
The iterative update rule for the activation potential iij in the input layer at the /
iteration becomes
u]{t + i) = u]{t)-n

'"^

du°(r)

dx • (t)

The derivative Siir) for the neurons in layer / is obtained in an iterati\e way using
the backpropagation algorithm (14) as follows:

g,^dE
dx^
^' dE dx,

tfdxr

dx'j

,/+] ox,

(2.7)

For neurons in the output layer, using the cost function in (2.5),
S'

=-(t-xl-)
= -(t-y)-

(2.8)

The final input activation is obtained by xf = f{uf), which guarantees that the
network input will be in the range of the activation function.
Inversion of other network architectures such as Time-Delay Neural Network
(TDNN) or Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) is similarly possible, since these
networks have different!able activation functions. In the case of TDNN. the delays in the
network have to be unfolded. Below we will derive the inversion process for PNN's.

2.2 Inversion of a PNN
The Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) (15) is an algorithm for approximating
the Bayesian decision rule (16). Let us consider the PNN in Figure 2.1, for two-class
decision problems. The network has 4 layers: an input layer, a pattern layer with as many

nodes as the patterns in the training set, a summation layer with only two nodes, and an
output node. The summation and output nodes are linear.

Summation
Units

Pattern
Units

Input
A

X

Units

X A'n

Figure 2.1. PNN architecture. This network is fast in training, at the cost of increased
memory storage.
The /-th pattern node output function is
V. =exp(-z/./2cr'),

(2.9)

where
Nn

^'i=^(Xj-^y^)',

(2.10)

/=i

and cr is the smoothing parameter of the Gaussian kernel. Other altematixes to \', are
available (15), including v, with adaptable a (17) and full covariance matrices (18).

The third layer is formed by two summation nodes which sum the outputs \'/ of
those pattern units that correspond to either category.
•^1

and

^=Sv,,

(2.12)

S-

where I\ is the set of indices of the nodes corresponding to the positive class and h is the
set of indices of the nodes corresponding to the negative class and I^u l^ ^ I .
The output node adds signals from these two summation nodes using a weight C
\ = s,+Cs..

(2.13)

Only the summation node sz is weighted by the parameter
C = -L-h~ Ih^ -n^ ln~,
where L-T/r

(2.14)

is the ratio of losses associated with false alarms (PNN

classifying points from negative class as belonging to positive class) to those associated
with misclassifications (PNN classifying points from negative class as belonging to
positive class). For example in the financial application described later, we use L > 1,
emphasizing the importance of avoiding false alarms.

Z?"^ and h' are the a priori

probabilities of both classes, n^ and // are the number of training patterns from each
class respectively. A pattern is classified as belonging to the positive class whenever the
result of the summation is positive, otherwise it is classified as belonging to the negatix e
class.

PNN memorizes all training patterns. Each time a new pattern is presented to the
network, it computes (2.9) for all pattern units, sums up the resulting sfs in the
summation units, and outputs the result. PNN's generalization certainly depends on the
value of the smoothing parameter a and on how well the training data represents the
problem domain.
PNN inversion is done by backpropagating the derivative of the output with
respect to the inputs in order to minimize the error
E = /,it-vy,

(2.15)

where v and t are the actual and target outputs, respectively.

The input activation

potential is updated using (2.6), where the derivative Sf{t) of the error with respect to the
input nodes is obtained as follows

^ = y M ^ ^ ,
5-^,

(2.16)

iGl 5V, 5 " , ^X ,

where the last 2 derivatives are calculated from (2.9) and (2.10) as follows:

^'''

3w.

"Uxp(-//,/2a')=f^,

(2.17)

du
-^ = 2(x.-w.).
dx ^

(2.18)

2cF'

'

2a

and

Then
^E
dx^

- i ^
a ^

,

,dE
dv,

where
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^ ,^^

dE

—
ds.

if / e /,

;v..

T—

BE
ds^

if le / .

.^ .

,•

dE dE
V - - ^ = (^-v),
os^ dy

'^•^°'

(2.21)

and
| £ = c | ^ = C(,-v).
ds^
dy

(2.22)

As with the MLP, the final input activation is obtained by Xj =f(i{f), where/(.) is a
sigmoid function which guarantees that the network input will be in the desired range.

2.3 Activation Function Scaling and Network Inversion
w

In the activation functions (2.3) and (2.4), a scaling factor b can be introduced
such that (2.3) becomes

l +e

and (2.4) becomes

f(x) = tmHb.x) = ^ ^ : ^ = \ ^ .
e +e
\+e

(2.24)

The scaling factor controls the steepness of the network output function. By using
a scaling factor less than one, we can improve the generalization performance of the
neural network. This has been shown to be equivalent to adding jitter (noise) to the
training data (19, 20), which also has the effect of improving generalization by smoothing
11

the decision boundary. During the neural network inversion, starting at a random point in
the input space does not guarantee convergence to a point satisfying the target output.
Using an appropriate scaling factor in combination with network inversion has the
advantage of increasing the rate of convergence during the inversion process. Consider
the case where all neurons in the network have activation functions of the form (2.10).
since it is the one used in most of our applications. (Derivation for the sigmoid in (2.9) is
similar.) Usually, in a classification problem, the network inversion target corresponds to
the decision boundary, i.e., zero for the hyperbolic tangent.

Network output values

around zero are unstable, specially if the network output function is steep. By using a
scaling factor in (2.7), we will have
dx
^ | ^ = 6(l + .v;')(l-.v7').
du-

(2.25)

Thus, by backpropagating the error trough L+1 layers (including the input layer), the
dE
adjustment step of the input activation in (2.6), Au^{t) = r]
will be multiplied by
•^
^
3M, (r)
the factor b^^\

We conclude that using a scaling factor less than one in the actixation

function has the effect of decreasing the gradient of the error surface, and increases the
stability around the target value. This helps increase the rate of convergence during the
inversion process.

2.4 An Evolutionary Algorithm
The gradient descent-based technique described above has the disadvantage that
the boundary points obtained may not be evenly distributed because some attractors may
have larger basins. An evolutionary algorithm suggested in (46) can generate evenly
distributed points on the decision boundary.

The algorithm can be summarized as

follows:
1. Generate A^ points randomly covering the input space.
2. Sort the points by their corresponding network output error.
3. Delete M points with worst errors.
4. Generate a replacement for each deleted point as follows: Sort the remaining points in
order of their average distance to their nearest m neighbors. Select a parent point
from the least crowded points (e.g., by random selection from the top NI5 points).
Generate the new point by adding a small normal random perturbation to the parent.
5. Optionally, repel the most crowded NI5 points by moving them along the direction
tangent to the decision boundary, away from their nearest neighbors. This step needs
gradient information to calculate the tangent direction.
6. Repeat steps 2-5 until the maximum error falls under the desired tolerance.
This evolutionary algorithm is particularly useful for the network explanation
technique described in Chapter V and Chapter VI.
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CHAPTER III
SURVEY ON NEURAL NETWORK EXPLANATION CAPABILITY

3.1 Advantages of Extracting Rules from Neural Networks
Generating a symbolic representation of the neural network hypothesis can be
useful in many ways. It aWov/s justificaTion of the neural network decision like the loan
example mentioned above. It also improves reliability in safety critical problems. It
improves generalization (1) by analyzing rules representations of the input space, and
adding data to cover weakly represented areas by using algorithms such as the QueryBased Learning. Gaining insight about the rules learned from the training samples may
also help in designing the ANN architecture, as well as software debugging. Symbolic
representation may also serve in analyzing the input features to the ANN, and can lead to
scientific theories (1,21). An ANN can be used as a knowledge acquisition tool and
integrated with a knowledge expert system (1). Neural network explanations can also
serve in the learning process (22. 23). Finally, by using a rule-extraction algorithm in
reverse direction, existing incomplete knowledge can be injected into a neural network,
thus improving the training process and resulting in knowledge-based artificial neural
networks (24).

3.2 Knowledge-Based Neural Networks
Rule extraction techniques can be used as part of a system which refines already
known rules through experience learned from training data.
14

An example of such a

system is the KBANN (22) which translates symbolic rules into neural networks which
will be known as Knowledge-based Neural Networks (KNN). The neural network is then
trained using training data, thus improving the knowledge stored in its weights. The
refined rules are then extracted from the neural network.

3.3 Evaluation Criteria of Rule-Extraction Algorithms
The quality of the rule-extraction approach depends on several features: The
accuracy of the rules measures how close the outputs of the rule base and the neural
network are for the same input. Their comprehensibility depends on their expressive
form. Different forms include Boolean, fuzzy if-then-else rules, and deterministic finitestate automata extracted from recurrent neural networks. The portability of the algorithm
is the possibility of the application of the algorithm to different kinds of neural networks,
or neural networks trained with different methods. The translucency (1) of the rules is
how much they give insight about the ANN architecture. Decompositional approaches are
translucent, in contrast with the pedagogical approaches. Two other criteria are the
complexity of the algorithm which is measured by the number of steps needed to extract
the rule base, and the complexity of the extracted rules which depends on the number of
rules extracted.

3.4 Classification Of Rule Extraction Algorithms
Andrews et al. (1) classifies rule extraction algorithms into three approaches
based on the nature of the resulting rules, and the approach followed by the algorithm:
15

Boolean using decompositional approaches. Boolean using pedagogical approaches, and
Fuzzy rules.

3.4.1 Boolean Rules Extracted b v Decompositional Approaches
Boolean rules can be extracted from networks with binary outputs. The input
should also be binary except with the RULEX algorithm described below which can be
applied to continuous or discrete inputs.

Further, the currently existing algorithms

require that the activation function of the ANN units be binary, i.e., with range ]0,«[.
where a is a positive real value representing the Boolean "true." In the survey of
Andrews et al., three main algorithms have been summarized and criticized: The KT
algorithms proposed by Fu and its variation: The SUBSET algorithm proposed by Tow ell
et al., the M-of-N algorithm of Towell et al., and the RULEX algorithm of Andrews and
Geva. A more recent algorithm has been proposed by Tsukimoto. Below is a summary
of these algorithms.

3.4.1.1 The SUBSET algorithm (25, 26)
For each hidden and output unit:
A. Extract up to Sp subsets of the positively-weighted incoming links w hose summed
weight is greater than the bias on the unit.
B. For each subset P of the Sp subsets:
1.

Extract up to .S,v minimal subsets of negatively-weighted links whose
summed weights is greater than the sum of P less the bias on the unit.
16

2.

Let Z be a new predicate used nowhere else.

3.

With each subset ^V of the S^ subsets, form a rule: "if A^ then Z.

4.

Form the rule: "if P and NOT Z, then <name of unit>."

3.4.1.2 The M-of-N algorithm (22)
This algorithm can be summarized as follows:
A. With each hidden and output unit, form groups of similarly-weighted links
(similarity is based on the user's own judgment);
B. Set link weights of all group members to the average of the group;
C. Eliminate any groups which do not significantly affect whether the unit will
be active or inactive (due to small number of weights and/or small value of weights).
D. Holding all link weights constant, reoptimize biases of all hidden and output
units using the backpropagation algorithm.
E. Form a single rule for each hidden and output unit. The rule consists of a
threshold given by the bias and weighted antecedents specified by the remaining links.
e.g.:
If {w^ X n u m b e r - t r u e { B , C , D . E}+u^^ x n u m b e r - t r u e { X , Y, Z} >jb)

then

A,
where w\ is the average weight of the first group, w'z is the average weight of the second
group, and b is the unit bias.
F. Where possible, simplify rules to eliminate superfluous weights and
thresholds, to get rules in the form:

17

If

(M of t h e f o l l o w i n g N a n t e c e d e n t s a r e t r u e )

then...

e.g., if in the above example vt'i = 5.1, vt'2=3.5 and b=[0. we can get:
If

(2 of

X,Y,Z)

{ B , C , D , E } , o r 1 of

{B,C,D,E} and 2 of

{X,Y,Z},

or

t h e n A.

Usually the simplification is only done if it produces a rule involving the sum of
less than 5 terms.

3.4.1.3 The RULEX algorithm (27)
It was designed to extract rules from a particular type of multilayer perceptron,
the Constrained Error Back-Propagation (CEBP) MLP, in which the hidden units are
sigmoid-based locally responsive units (LRU). Each LRU correspond to a class, and is
composed of a set of ridges, one ridge for each dimension of the input. A ridge will
produce appreciable output only if the input value lies within its active range. The LRU
output is the thresholded sum of the activations of the ridges. For each LRU, the RULEX
technique extracts rules from the CEBP MLP in the form
IF(Ridge^ is active AND Ridge^ is active AND ... Ridge^ is
active) THEN the pattern belongs to the 'Target Class'.

3.4.1.4 The algorithm of Tsukimoto (28)
The activation potential of a neuron is calculated by

The neuron output gi will be approximated as follows

g, =

1

if /, > 0.5

0

if/ < 0.5

•

gi is calculated for all possible binary combinations of .vy, .vj, ..., .v,,

•

A truth table and logic expression is found for gi in terms of A;, A:

•

Repeat for all nodes i in the network, and simplify.

(3.2)

v„

3.4.2 Boolean Rules Extracted b y Pedagogical Approaches
In contrast with decompositional approaches which analyze the activations and
weights of the hidden layers of a neural network, the pedagogical approaches treat the
ANN as a black box and extract rules by only looking at the input and output activations.
Andrews et al. summarize several main algorithms following this approach: the earliest
algorithm by Saito and Nakano (29), the Validity Interval Analysis (VIA) by Thrun (30),
the "Rule-Extraction-as-Leaming" of Craven and Shavlik (31), the RULENEG of Pop et
al. (32), the BRAINNE system of Sestito and Dillon (33), (34), and the DEDEC of Tickle
et al. (35).

Below is a summary of the VIA method, as an example of a typical

pedagogical approach.
The VIA Algorithm is as follows:
1. Use a search mechanism to generate constraint intervals [a,;/?,] to input and output
units A,.

Different search heuristics exist for both discrete and continuous input

problems.
2. Itteratively propagate these intervals in both directions, in order to refine them.
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3. This will result in a refined set of intervals, and will detect and exclude any initially
assigned interval which is inconsistent with the network weights and biases.
4. The set of intervals comprise a set of rules of either of the two following forms:
IF ( i n p u t e h y p e r c u b e J=[a.,jbJ'")

THEN c l a s s

I F ( 1 of X^, AND m of X^, ... AND n of

XJ

i s C.,

THEN c l a s s

i s C^.,

where X, is a subset of input units.

3.4.3 Fuzzv Rules
According to the survey of Andrews et al., most neurofuzzy systems are used in
refining already existing fuzzy rules (e.g., 36, 37, 38, 39, and 40), whereas the Fuzzy
Neural Expert System (FNES) of Hayashi (41), and the Fuzzy-MLP of Mitra (42) extract
Fuzzy rules expressing the information stored in the network weights.

Below is a

summary of a Fuzzy rule extraction technique which was published in 1997 by Benitez et
al. (43). The algorithm can be applied to a three-layer (one hidden layer) feedforward
neural network with sigmoid activation function in the hidden layer and linear output
units. The idea is that the activation functions of the hidden layer neurons are considered
as Fuzzy membership functions.
1. For every hidden unit z,, output unit v/, pair, assign a fuzzy rule of the form:
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R :lf
jk

^ xw. + T. is A then y^ = fi^^
'=1

where Xi is an input unit, Wy is a weight between an input and an hidden unit, TJ is
a bias, j3jk is a weight between a hidden and an output neuron, and A is a fuzzy set whose
membership function is the activation function.

jUA(x)=f(x) = - ^
l+e

(3.3)

2. The network output yk is the summation of the output of the different rules, /3jk, each
weighted by its firing strength, JUA(X), i.e.,

y. =S/'.(E^.»',+^,)-A.;=l

(3.4)

/=l

n

3. The rule antecedent Y JC w + r is A is translated into:
xi is A^jk * X2 is A^jk *... * x„ is A^jk

(3.5)

where A^jk are fuzzy sets with membership functions
//^ (x) = //,[(x-h7.)wj

(3.6)

z =t In

(3.7)

;

y

and the operator "*" is the/-dual of "+", and is defined as
a^b =

—

.

(3.8)

(\-a).(\-b) + a.b
The rule antecedent JC, is A'jk is translated as:
X is greater then approximately

where r is obtained from an arbitrary a-c\xi (e.g., a=0.9).
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r-t ^
w

(3.9)

3.5 Other Approaches
3.5.1 State Diagram Representation of Recurrent Neural Networks
Another approach was taken to extract rules from discrete-time recurrent neural
networks in the form of finite-state automata (44, 45). The state of a recurrent neural
network (RNN) is determined by the set of activation values of its hidden neurons. The
current state of the network is determined by its previous state and the input. Since the
RNN neurons can take continuous states, the activation values are quantized using an
arbitrary quantization level q. For a network with A^ hidden neurons, the maximum
number of states is q^. However, Omlin et al. (40) have found that, practically, the state
clusters are often local and can be covered by fewer partitions. Although the algorithm
can theoretically be applied to any network with discrete-value inputs, the author only
applied it to a binary input network. Starting from an initially defined state, the patterns
in the data set are sequentially presented to the network, and for each pattern, the
partitions into which the current and next state fall are observed. Proceeding this way, a
state diagram can be built, showing the next state transition for each {input, current state}
pair. The algorithm stops when no new partitions are visited for the first time.
Table 3.1 summarizes the above algorithms.
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3.5.2 Extracting rules from LAP ART network
Healy and Caudell (46) show that rules can be extracted from the supervised
learning LAPART network. Rules are of the form A -^B, or A(A), then B(z). i.e. if A is a
member of class A. then z is a member of class B.

3.5.3 Detection of Minimal Microfeatures
An idea proposed by Kindermann and Linden (3) is to identify the information in
the input vector which the network actually uses to make the decision. This technique
can be applied to any backpropagation type neural network with binary inputs and
continuous outputs. The algorithm summary is:
1. For a given input/output pair, decrease the input
2. Use network inversion to find inputs corresponding to a desired output
3. Iteration washes out the input pattern while keeping high only those inputs necessary
for an acceptable output error.
4. Similarly find negative microfeatures (inputs which should stay low).

CHAPTER IV
CAUSALITY INDEX

This technique will be described in more detail because it is used in the
experimental results of the aerospace decision problem of Chapter IX and Chapter XII.
We need to investigate the relevance of the different input variables. The Causality Index
(CI) (47, 48, 49) measures the dependence of a neural network output on each of its
inputs. It measures the average sensitivity of the network output to each of its inputs.
Consider a trained multilayer perceptron with one hidden layer like the one shown in
Figure 4.1.

yk

0
X i
Figure 4.1. Multilayer Perceptron with One Hidden Layer. The Causality Index Depends
on all the Weight Paths Between the Input and Output.

When the input pattern I = [x^,xl,'--xf,---xlj

is applied, the sensitivity of the

output yk to the input x,^ can be calculated using the chain rule as follows:

dx^ j i dx]' ajcf
^^dy^duld^du)_
f^duj; dx] du] dx^
N,
•'/..i.

(4.1)

The expected sensitivity over the input space is:
N,

E,

dx?

= E, Z/K)-w,, •/'(«',)•%,
7=1

= tE^lf'(^i)-f(^))\
^kj

•

^ji

(4.2)

7=1

Assuming a stationary process where ^^[/'(M^)-/'(Mj)Jdoes not depend o n / we can
rewrite (4.2) as:
N,

(4.3)

E^ dx'
Defining the causality index to be proportional to the sensitivity, we get
N,

ci,='ZJ=y

^kj

• ^J.

•

(4.4)

The causality index defined in (4.4) depends on the magnitude of the weights. In
order to compare causality indices of different neural networks, we normalize them by
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dividing by the root-mean-square causality index of the network. Thus, we define the
normalized causality index as
2^ W^; • W ,

q;=

I
^L^O

'"

(4.5)

m=l 1=1

where NL and A^o are the number of output and input neurons, respectively.
Here we need to make a few remarks:
1. The causality index defined in (4.4) measures the average dependence of output node
k on input node i.
2. A positive causality index means that an increase in the input causes an increase in
the output and vice versa. A negative causality index means that an increase in the
input causes a decrease in the output and vice versa. In our decision problem, a
positive causality index means that increasing the corresponding input makes the
system safer, while decreasing that input would decrease the system safety.
3. While a large causality index indicates that the corresponding input has big effect on
the output, a small one does not necessarily mean the irrelevance of the corresponding
input. An input variable may have a small causality index if the relation between the
output and the input is symmetric (e.g., the roll angle at zero angular rates). In this
case, the causality index is positive in one half space, and negative in the other half
space. The net average is zero (or very close to zero since, practically, networks never
exactly model the real relationship).
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4. Though this index depends on the weights resulting after neural network training, our
experience with different networks was consistent.
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CHAPTER V
A NEW NEURAL NETWORK EXPLANATION TECHNIQUE

Here we suggest a new neural network explanation technique for classification
problems. The discussion below is limited to two-class problems, but we see that the
technique can be extended to multiple-class problems too. The technique generates rules
in the form of conjunction and disjunction of hyperplanes.

The fidelity/complexity

tradeoff can be controlled for the rules. The technique can be applied to any neural
classifier or even any general classifier with graded output function.

Though the

technique is more suitable for differentiable networks, it can be applied to nondifferentiable networks by using an evolutionary search algorithm (50), instead of the
gradient descent method in order to invert the network. The neural network inputs can be
either binary or continuous. The neural network output should be binary. The technique
does not depend on the method used to train the neural network.

According to the

classification scheme presented in (1). this technique is of the pedagogical type, since it
does not analyze the neural network structure. It actually treats the neural network as a
black box, and the extracted rules are not directly related to the neural network
architecture or the weight values. The algorithm finds the network decision boundary in
the form of a conjunction and disjunction of hyperplanes.
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5.1 The Technique
A neural network can be expressed as a nonlinear function y=Ni\), where the
input pattern xe S, S being the input space of dimension N. In a two-class decision
problem, the neural network decision boundary (not the real class boundary) divides the
input space into the two half-spaces S'^ and S'. The input patterns lying in S^ satisfy the
neural network hypothesis h. If v>^, (^being a threshold), the neural network says that x
belongs to the positive class C^, otherwise it says that x belongs to the negative class C.
This technique approximates the neural network decision boundary in a piecewise
linear form. It proceeds by finding hyperplanes tangent to the neural network decision
hypersurface. Each hyperplane divides the input space into a positive and a negati\e
half-space where the data points are classified by this hyperplane as belonging to the
positive and negative class, respectively.

The network decision boundary is then

expressed in the form of a rule base made of conjunctions and disjunctions of different
rule antecedents A,. The rule antecedents are linear inequalities defining the positive
half-spaces delimited on one side by the hyperplanes. Let us call the area formed of
conjunction and disjunction of those half spaces, where the rule set classifies the input
patterns as belonging to C^. R^. We then define R~ = ^R^ . and R~ v R* ^ S . R^ is an
approximation of S^. Example:
If A, A A. A A3 V A4 A A; V A(, then xe C .
where
A, : 2A, - 0.5A. + • • • + 5A^. - 6 > 0
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A, : 4A, + A. + • • • -h 3.6A^ - 3 < 0

A, : 20A, - 4.5A. + • • • + 3A„ + 7 > 0

5.2 The Algorithm
The rules are extracted as follows:
1. Initialize the rule counter yV;-=0, and find the centroid of S, and call it Xi.
2. Find the closest hyperplane to Xi which is tangent to the neural network decision
boundary as follows:
a. Use the neural network inversion technique (explained below) to find the
projection Xi on the network decision boundary, and call it XQ.
b. Calculate the vector n = x, - XQ , normal to the decision boundary at XQ.
c. Calculate the equation of the hyperplane tangent to the decision boundary at XQ:
n - ( x - X o ) = 0-

3. If x , e 5\formtherule''If n-(x-Xo)>OthenxG C^ ".
If X, e 5" , form the rule '' If n • (x - Xg) < 0 then x G C^ ".
Increment the rule counter: Nr= /V,+l.
4. Starting from the second rule (M>1), add the new rule to the rule base as follows: If
x, G 5^, this means that the R^ needs to grow to include xi. The rule is added with a
disjunction to the rule set. If x^E S~. this means that the area of R^ needs to be
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reduced to exclude X|. The rule is added with a conjunction to those antecedents
which were satisfied by X\.
5. Using a testing data set, test the rule base and calculate the fidelity of the rule set/
# instances where NN and rule set agree
size of test set
6. If f > F^, (Fr is the desired rules fidelity), stop. Otherwise, pick a new point Xi, and
proceed back to step 2. The point Xi can be chosen in either of these strategies:
a. Choose the point with the largest error.
b. Choose the point with largest absolute value of the neural network output. (The
farthest point from the boundary).
c. Choose a random point.
Figure 5.1 shows an example of the application of the above algorithm.

Figure 5.1. Example of the Approximation of the Neural Network Decision Boundary
Using Hyperplanes, in the Case of a 2D Input Space. The Rule Antecedent is
A, A A. A A4 V A,. The index of the rule indicates the order in w hich the
technique generated it. For every rule, the figure shows the generating point, its
projection, and the hyperplane normal to the vector connecting them.

CHAPTER VI
NEURAL NETWORK INVERSION TO PROJECT
A POINT ON THE BOUNDARY

The boundary point resulting from the technique of Sec. 2.1 may not always be
the closest point to Xi. This depends on its basin of attraction. In order to find the closest
point on the neural network decision boundary to a given point Xi, we suggest the
following three techniques:

6.1 Modifving the Cost Function
The cost function is modified to include the distance between the initial point \\
and the input pattern. A weighting factor ju multiplies this distance term and serves to
control its importance compared to the original network output term.
/Vn

E = /,it-xr+ju^U]--h,i)'-

(6.1)

/=1

For neurons in the input layer, the derivative of the cost function with respect to their
activation becomes:

'^"=i^,'>'',;|4 + M.v°-.v„).
,=1

(6.2)

OU-

Though this technique may work in some simple cases, it is not guaranteed to lead
to the closest point on the boundary to Xi.
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6.2 Using an Evolutionarv Al gorithm
Using the evolutionary algorithm described in Sec. 2.2, a large number of points
can be generated only once at the beginning of the rule extraction procedure. At every
step, the closest point to Xi is chosen to form the new hyperplane. The need to invert the
network only once makes this method very efficient for low dimensionality problems, but
it is not practical in high dimensionality problems where a large number of points need to
be generated on the decision boundary.

6.3 Sliding Along Boundarv
At every cycle of the rule extraction process, starting with the point Xj, use the
gradient descent to find a point x,,,,, on the decision boundary, but not necessarily closest
to Xi, in this intermediate step. Slide x,,,, along the boundary until it reaches the closest
position to Xi. The idea is based on calculating the vector tangent to the boundary as in
(46).
1. Calculate the vector
v = x,-x°,
where x^ is the network input vector, or the current position on the boundary.
2. Calculate the gradient vector

« = ! . .

and the unit gradient vector

3,1

(6.3)

n =-^
g

(6.5)

3. Calculate u, the projection of v onto the subspace orthogonal to g , which will be
tangent to the boundary:
u = v-v^n.

(6.6)

4. Move x° with a small step a in the direction of u, such that
x"(r + l) = x"(0 + «u(r).

(6.7)

5. Repeat the above steps until the length of u is below a small tolerance value.
Remarks:
•

The value of a depends on the boundary curvature and can be equal to I in case of a
hyperplane boundary. In most cases or =0.01 was appropriate.

•

At the end of the sliding process, it is desirable to measure the network output at the
reached point, and if found deviating from the boundary, inversion starting with the
reached point can be used to pull it back to the boundary.
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CHAPTER VII
INFORMATION THEORY ANALYSIS
OF RULE EXTRACTION

Neural networks have been analyzed from an information theory point of view.
(e.g., 13, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56). The principle of maximum information preservation
(47) states that the transformation performed by a neural network between an input vector
and an output vector should be chosen such that it maximizes the mutual information
between the input and output vectors. In (57, 58, 59) an information measure is used to
build decision trees. The same idea was used in (60) and (61) to evaluate the utility of a
hyperplane corresponding to a neuron when transferring knowledge between neural
networks. Here we suggest a similar approach to evaluate the rules extracted from a
neural network. The following analysis can be applied to any rule extraction method and
to classification problems with any number of classes.
Let's assume that a random vector X is presented at the input of the neural
network, as well as to the rule base extracted from the network. We will designate the
actual class to which the vector belongs as D, the neural network output as N, and the
rule base output as R. Note that D, N, and R are random vectors too. When wc extract
rules from a network there is an information transfer between the network and the rules,
which we seek to maximize. Consider the three mutual information quantities /(R, N),
/(R, D), and /(N, D). Ideally, at maximum information transfer, these three quantities are
equal to the entropy of the data, i.e.:
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/(R,N) = /(R,D) = /(N,D) = //(D) = //(N) = //(R)

(7.1)

Practically,
/(R,N)<min[//(R),//(N)],
/(N,D) < min[//(N),//(D)], and
/(R,D)<min[//(R),//(D)].

(7.2)

Consider the mutual information between the rules and the network.

/(R,N) = / / ( R ) - / / ( R | N )
= //(R) + //(N)-//(R,N)
M

M

= -^p{r^)\ogip(r,))-Y^p{n.)\og{p{n.))
(=1

+

/=1

'^'^p{r„n.)\og(p{r.nJ).

(7.3)

7 = 1 1=1

M is the number of classes, pir,) and pOy)

are the probabilities that the rule base

and neural network outputs are classes / and /
corresponding joint probability.

M

respectively, and piri.Uj) is the

Using an appropriate test set, the above mutual

information can be approximated by replacing the different probabilities by the
corresponding number of data points c in the different classes:
f -

M

/(R,N)--y^iog ^

-y—log

t^N \NJ

— 1/

'.V

M M -

11 +tt^log

ii:-^,iog(--,)-i--,iog(o-i:;.iog(:,)
/=i

-it••>
/=1

f,N

^

/=i

7= 1

^°S{N)+1- log('V)+ i ; / los(/V)
y=i

1= 1

(=1

/(R>N) = / , SS^-Jog(:J-2::,log(:,)-X:,log(:,V/Vlog(yv)
7=1

,=1

(=1

/= 1

(7.4)

where A^ is the total number of points in the test set, z, is the number of points classified
by the rule base as belonging to class /, and z.j is the number of points classified by the
neural network as belonging to class /

Similarly, we can calculate the other two

information transfer quantities:
M

M

M

M

/(R,D) = X S S . - , . . logfe. ) - £ : , log(-,)-S--:, log(--,)+A'log(A') - (7.5)
k=l

(=1

*=1

/=1

and
MM

M

/

\

^

/(N,D) = / , S S --,. log(--,, ) - S -:, log(z,)- S z, \og{:, )+ N log(/V ) . (7.6)
k=l

7=1

j=\

k=l

Thus, using a test set and equations (7.4), (7.5), and (7.6), we can measure the
information transfer from the data to the neural network and to the rules, as well as
between the neural network and the rules. One advantage of rule extraction is that the
rules may be able to generalize better than the underlying neural network. In this case,
the rules accuracy would exceed the network accuracy.
Results of calculating the above information measures are shown in Sec. 9.2. The
mutual information calculation is compared with the fidelity and accuracy of the rules
and neural network. The results indicate that the mutual information between the rules
and the network could not be used as a measure of fidelity.
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CHAPTER VIII
EXPERIMENTAL TESTING OF NEW EXPLANATION
TECHNIQUE ON XOR AND CIRCLE PROBLEMS

8.1 XOR problem
A one hidden layer MLP with 2 hidden neurons has been trained on an XOR
problem, resulting in the set of weights: (-3.179332, -4.820779, 4.715858), (-1.665238,
3.051616, -3.410621), and (-2.145716, 4.830636, 4.300482) for the hidden and output
neurons respectively, where the first weight of every neuron is the threshold. The new
explanafion technique has been used to extract rules. The gradient descent inversion
method followed by sliding along the boundary was used to find the point XQ for every
hyperplane. The algorithm resulted in hyperplanes almost coinciding with the actual
network decision boundary. The tiny difference is due to the error tolerance used as a
stopping criteria during inversion and sliding. Figure 8.1 shows the extracted rules (last
three lines). Figure 8.2 shows the extracted hyperplanes and the actual ones. It also
shows the path taken during inversion in the case of the second hyperplane A\. In the
case of the first one, the point XQ lies outside the input space, but still the algorithm
produced a valid hyperplane.
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The random initialization integer is 918163895
Number of rules = 1, Fidelity = 0.91998
New rule was generated by:
xl = 0.983 0.75808 ,
x0_tmp (Intermediate point) = 0.9845 0.40752
xO (after sliding) = 1.1569 0.56036 ,
Rule Base:
if AO then positive class,
AO: -0.17393.xl+0.19772.x2+0.090424< 0
Number of rules = 2, Fidelity = 0.98907
New rule was generated by:
xl = 0.011811 0.99734 ,
x0_tmp (Intermediate point) = 0.31461 0.94031
xO (after sliding) = 0.19679 0.81904 ,
Rule Base:
if AO OR Al then positive class,
AO: -0.17393.xl+0.19772.x2+0.090424< 0
Al: -0.18498.xl+0.1783.x2-0.10964> 0
Figure 8.1. Extract from the Rule Extraction Software Output File. The Program
Extracted 2 Rules for the XOR Problem, with Fidelity 98.9%. The Figure Shows
the Points X\ and XQ as Well as the Intermediate Boundary Point before Sliding
for Every Newly Added Rule.
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Figure 8.2. Hyperplanes Extracted for XOR Problem (Solid Line), Actual Network
Decision Boundary Shown by a Group of Points Resulting from Network
Inversion, Points X\ and XQ for every Hyperplane, and Path Followed During
Inversion from Point X\ to the Boundary in the Case of Ai.

8.1.1 Comparing Gradient Descent against Evolutionarv
Algorithm Inversion
Another MLP with the same architecture as the one above, except for a
hypertangent activation function replacing the sigmoid, was trained again on an XOR
problem. In this case the '0" input or output was replaced by the value '-1" for symmetry.
Although the gradient descent inversion produced evenly distributed points in the
previous case of binary XOR, in the case of the bipolar XOR, the points did not co\ er all
the decision boundary. The evolutionary algorithm produced e\enly distributed points at
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the expense of more computation time. The results of generating 1000 points by both
methods are compared in Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4.
.v->

•V|

Figure 8.3. Gradient Descent Inversion. Distribution of Points Depend on Basin of
Attraction.
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8.2 Experimental Testing of New Explanation Technique
on a Circular Distribution
This is another benchmark problem where we can test the new explanation
technique in case where the decision boundary is a curve. A one hidden layer MLP with
8 hidden neurons has been trained on the classification problem shown in Figure 8.6.
Points inside the circle belong to the positive class, those outside belong to the negati\e
class. The new explanation technique was able to approximate the network decision
boundary by the conjunction of 7 rules, with a 97.7% fidelity, as shown in Figure 8.5 and
Figure 8.6. Figure 8.7 shows that the technique extracts the more important rules at the
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beginning, therefore the fidelity improvement starts at a large value and decreases as
more rules are extracted.
Attempting to simplify the extracted rules, would lead to:
if x2>0.83206 then negative class.

The random initialization integer is 922900779
Number of rules = 7, Fidelity = 0.97664
Rule Base:
if AO AND Al AND A2 AND A3 AND A4 AND A5 AND A6
then positive class,
AO
-0 23332.xl -0.094801.x2-0.17831< 0
Al
-0 33613.xl +0.27551.x2-0.30503< 0
A2
+ 0 25456.xl +0.18321.x2-0.22114< 0
A3 . +0 038032.xl -0.12185.x2-0.090599< 0
A4 : -0 056572.xl -0.1726.x2-0.12778< 0
A5 : +0 2681.xl -0.10818.x2-0.19889< 0
A6 : +0 031076.xl +0.26631.x2-0.19051< 0

Figure 8.5. Rule base approximating the neural network for the circle class with fidelity
97.66%. The rule base consists of the conjunction of 7 rules.
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Figure 8.7 Relation between the fidelity and number of rules extracted b\ the new
technique. The technique extracts the more important rules at the beginning.
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CHAPTER IX
APPLICATION OF NETWORK EXPLANATION
TO AN AEROSPACE APPLICATION

9.1 Problem Statement
We are trying to determine the safety envelope for ejection seats in military
airplanes. It is a two-class decision problem.

The safe escape envelope is to be

determined as a function of airplane velocity, attitude and other parameters. The system
should inform the pilot whether the ejection would be safe beforehand. Ejection safety
can be determined via high fidelity ejection seat simulation, using EASY5® software
(62). One ejection simulation takes approximately 4 seconds on either a Silicon Graphics
or a Pentium Pro 200 processor, which makes it invalid for in-fiight real-time.
Alternately, data can be generated using EASY5® simulation, and a network can be
trained to predict the ejection safety based on the flight parameters. The network has the
advantage of much higher speed than the simulator.
The safe escape criteria is that during the escape trajectory, when the total
recovery velocity is 50 ft/sec, the recovery altitude should be greater than or equal to 50
ft.. There are 8 flight parameters, which affect the ejection safety. These parameters are
the airplane attitude: pitch and roll angle, the flight path angle (FPA), the angular rates p,
q, and r, the ejecfion altitude, and airplane speed. Figure 9.1 shows a typical safe escape
scenario.
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\ Escape trajectory
Ejection seat

Safe parachute
Recovery velocity

J I

Eject altitude
#

Safe recovery altitude
"

^

Figure 9.1. Safe Escape Scenario
With Permission - The Boeing Company.
Due to the high dimensionality of the input space, sampling with a reasonable
resolution as shown in Table 9.1 would give 302,330,880 points. Generating this amount
of data would virtually take 35 years. Query-Based Learning has been used in order to
efficiently generate and use training data.
Table 9.1. Flight Parameters Determining the Escape Safety
Parameter
Pitch angle
Roll angle
Flight Path Angle
P
Q
R
Altitude
Velocity

Lower
Limit
-90°
-180°
-90°
-180°/sec
-180°/sec
-180°/sec
0
0

Upper
Limit
+90°
180°
90°
180°/sec
180°/sec
180°/sec
1500 ft
450 keas
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Measurement
resolution
30°
30°
20°
30 °/sec
30 °/sec
30 °/sec
50 ft
50 keas

Number of
measurements
6
12

9
12
12
12
30
9

1

9.2 Training and Explanation Results
A multilayer perceptron with 5 hidden neurons was trained using the extended
Kalman filter method and query-based learning. The resulting network had 97.467f
correct classifications when tested on 2048 uniformly spaced data points. The new
explanation technique has been run several times with different random seeds. The
extracted rules in all cases had a fidelity of 80-85%. Though theoretically the algorithm
is able to attain arbitrarily high fidelity, continuing beyond this level usually had
problems in convergence during inversion. One remedy under investigation is to use a
line-search and adaptive step size during inversion. Figure 9.2 shows two different sets of
extracted rules.

We can see that during the extraction of the first set, the fidelity

increases with the addition with each rule. The input parameters are .vi=pitch angle,
X2=roll angle, X3=FPA, A'4=p, JC5=q, X(y=v, and .V7=altitude, A,s=velocity.
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The random initialization integer is 923955055
Number of rules = 1, Fidelity = 0.805666
I(R,N) = 0.0968816, I(R,D) = 0.115039, I(N,D) = 0.507575
H(R) =0.765002, H(N)=0.667792, H(D) =0.67223
Rule Accuracy = 0.8166, NN Accuracy = 0.974155
if AO then positive class.
AO: +6.4973.pitch -2.1422.roll +94.551.p -2.0456.q +1.1002.r
-1.8886.FPA +318.29.alt +20.431.vel-1.133e+005> 0
Number of rules = 2, Fidelity = 0.82604
I(R,N) = 0.004389, I(R,D) = 0.0043218, I(N,D) = 0.50757
H(R) =0.07708, H(N)=0.66779, H(D) =0.67223
Rule Accuracy = 0.82406, NN Accuracy = 0.97416
if AO OR Al then positive class,
AO: +6.4973.pitch -2.1422.roll +94.551.p -2.0456.q +1.1002.r
-1.8886.FPA +318.29.alt +20.431.vel-1.133e+005> 0
Al: -3.2914.pitch +11.603.roll +58.099.FPA +9.9544.p 8.5739.q +5.1669.r +293.43.alt -40.824.vel+4572.2> 0
Number of rules = 3, Fidelity = 0.8335
I(R,N) = 0.075869, I(R,D) = 0.10049, I(N,D) = 0.50757
H(R) =0.56346, H(N)=0.66779, H(D) =0.67223
Rule Accuracy = 0.84742, NN Accuracy = 0.97416
if AO OR Al AND A2 then positive class,
AO: +6.4973.pitch -2.1422.roll +94.551.p -2.0456.q +1.1002.r
-1.8886.FPA +318.29.alt +20.431.vel-1.133e+005> 0
Al: -3.2914.pitch +11.603.roll +58.099.FPA +9.9544.p 8.5739.q +5.1669.r +293.43.alt -40.824.vel+4572.2> 0
A2: -0.90337.pitch -10.133.roll -48.159.FPA -5.5235.p 1.2003.q -5.4438.r -135.53.alt -4.6534.vel+27927< 0
(a)

The random initialization integer is 916692241
Number of rules = 1, Fidelity = 0.832505
if AO then positive class,
AO: -1.58957.pitch+O.406982.roll-22.8417.FPA+0.1373 98.p0.72 6242.q+1.19487.r-87.2 3 61.alt-1.3 5013.vel+11524.5< 0

(b)
Figure 9.2. Extract From the Rule Extraction Software Output File for the Ejection
Safety Problem, (a) 3 Rules with Fidelity 83.357r. The Figure Also Shows the
Mutual Information and the accuracy (b) 1 Rule with Fidelity 83.25' (.
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Simplifying the second set of rules would lead to:
i f A l t i t u d e > 162.399536 then s a f e ,
i f A l t i t u d e < 94.849937 then unsafe.
Otherwise c a l c u l a t e r u l e s

Figure 9.2 (a) shows the mutual information as well as the rules fidelity and
accuracy and the neural network accuracy after the addition of each rule. The fidelity is
defined as the ratio of number of points in the test set where both rules and neural
network agree to the total number of points. The accuracy of either the rules or the neural
network is defined as the ratio of number of points where either the rules or the neural
network respectively give correct classification to the total number of points. We can see
that though the rules fidelity and accuracy consistently increase, the mutual information
/(R,N) and /(R,D) decrease after the addition of the second rule, then increase again after
the addition of the third one. This is because these mutual information measures depend
on the rules entropy. We also notice that with only the first rule, the rule base fidelity is
higher than its accuracy. After the addition of the second rule, its accuracy approaches
the fidelity, and after adding the third rule, the accuracy exceeds the fidelity.

9.3 The Causalitv Index
The causality index has been calculated for different neural networks trained on
the safe escape data. The sample results shown in Table 9.2 are for different neural
network architectures and different training sets. The main remark we can make is that
the FPA and the altitude have a large positive causality on the output, and the \elocity
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has a large negative causality on the output. The rest of the inputs have smaller causality
indices with inconsistent signs. This can be due to either their small effect on the output
and/or their non-monotonic relationship with the output (see Chapter IV).

No.
training

5
5
5
5

61
415
40
415

Sampling
methods

No. hidden
nodes

1
2
3
4

No.
training

Case no.

Table 9.2. Normalized Causality Index of Several Networks Trained on the Safe Escape
Data. The Index is Consistent for the Flight Path Angle, Altitude and Velocity
Inputs.
Causality Index of Each of the 8 Inputs

pitch
roll
FPA
r
q
P
2869 uniform -0.091 0.1497 2.1202 0.1717
-0.1 0.0529
QBL 0.0986 0.2389 2.501 -0.074 -0.058 -0.143
461
100 random -0.087 0.033 2.3734 0.1089 -0.044 0.2883
1000 random 0.016 0.2192 2.1199 -0.008 -0.021 0.0307

altitude
1.6256
1.1481
1.3854
1.7302

velocity
-0.888
-0.575
-0.585
-0.68

The first case in the above table corresponds to the network from which the
previous rules were extracted. We notice that the rules coefficients are correlated with
the causality index. In the rules, the largest three coefficients are those of the altitude,
velocity and FPA, which confirms the importance of these three parameters.

9.4 Visualization bv Hinton Diagram
In attempting to explain a neural network, visualization would be of great aid in
increasing human comprehensibility.

A Hinton diagram displays the magnitude of

weight matrix between neurons in two layers of a neural network. The weight matrix is
displayed as a squares grid. The area of a square is proportional to the weight magnitude,
and its color indicates its sign (light=positive, dark=negative). When plotting the weights
for the network used above, we could notice that the weights coiTCsponding to the FPA,

•^ s

altitude and velocity inputs are much larger than the rest, again confirming the results of
the causality index.

Figure 9.3. Hinton diagram for the weights between the input and hidden layers in the
network used in the safe escape problem.
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CHAPTER X
QUERY-BASED LEARNING

As mentioned in Sec. 1.2, QBL consists of an iterative data generation and
training in order to improve the neural network performance. This process is shown in
Figure 10.1. A major step in the loop is the inversion of the neural network to find the
input patterns of interest. This can be done by any of the two methods described in
Chapter II. The evolutionary algorithm has the advantage of uniformly distributing the
generated input patterns. The gradient descent algorithm has the advantage of speed,
especially in case of generating a large number of points.

When QBL is used in

classification problems, one problem may be that the input points generated by inversion
may lie very close to the real decision boundary. This may cause overfitting. One way to
overcome this problem, is to add jitter to the training points as explained in the following
section.

• ^ ^

training
data

additional data added

I
network
training

query
simulation modelf

I

t

network
testing

network
inversion

yes

I

no

Figure 10.1. Query-Based Learning is Used in an Iterative Way to Improve the Network
Classification Performance.

10.1 Query Based Learning with Jitter
Consider a two-class classification problem.

The neural network is usually

inverted to find the inputs con-esponding to its decision boundary. Consider the case
where the network decision boundary is very close to the real decision boundary in some
region of the input space, but deviates from it in another region. Now w hat we need to do
is to teach the network how to coiTCCt its decision boundary only w here it de\ lates from
the true one. When queried, the oracle will find that along the coiTcct region of the
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network decision boundary, some of the inverted inputs lie on one side of the true
boundary, and some on the other side. These points when used in retraining will result in
an irregular boundary and inferior generalization. Along the deviating part, all inputs
will lie in the same class, and the oracle will find the true output for these points.
While adding jitter (noise) to the input data without correcting the target output
might seem confusing to the neural network and harmful, it has been shown that it has the
effect of smoothing the decision boundary and improving the generalization (15, 16, 63,
64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71). It actually has the effect of convolving the target function
with the noise probability density function. Jitter only has an effect on data points close
to the decision boundary. These points, when jittered, can move across the boundary.
Data points lying deep inside the class region are not affected. Therefore, training with
jitter can be particularly beneficial when applied to query data, since many of these points
may already lie very close to the true boundary, as shown in Figure 10.2.
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£ (Inversion Convergence Error)

Class B
Class A

True Boundary

Network Boundary

Figure 10.2. Effect of Adding Jitter to Query Data. Points Close to the True Boundary
May Move to the Opposite Class, while Points Deep into the Class Region
Remain Unaffected. Points from Class A are shown as o's, while Points from
Class B are shown as x's. The arrows indicate the direction in which jitter moved
a point until it crossed the boundary.
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CHAPTER XI
AEROSPACE APPLICATION I OF QBL:
SAFE ESCAPE SYSTEM

In this section we present the application of query-based learning to the safe
escape problem presented in Sec. 9.1.

As mentioned eariier, due to the high

dimensionality of the input space, sampling with a reasonable resolution as shown in
Table 9.1 would give 302,330,880 points. Generating this amount of data would virtually
take approximately 35 years. Training a neural network using an advanced training
algorithm like the extended Kalman filter described in the APPENDIX A takes about one
hour per 10,000 points using a Pentium Pro processor. Thus, training approximately
needs an additional 3.5 years. This simply means it is impossible to uniformly sample
the input space with a reasonable resolution. Since, practically, we can only generate a
tiny fraction of the necessary data, it is vital to efficiently generate and use the data. Our
approach is to generate data around the decision boundary. Learning to correctly classify
these points guarantees correct classification in the rest of the space.

Query-Based

Learning is used in an iterative manner in order to generate data on the neural network
decision boundary, and pushing it towards the real decision boundary.

11.1 Experimental Results of the Causality Index Calculation
The causality index has been calculated for different neural netw orks trained on
the safe escape data. The sample results shown in Table 11.1 are for different neural
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network architectures and different training sets. The main remark we can make is that
the FPA and the altitude have large positive causality on the output, and the \elocit\ has
a large negafive causality on the output. The rest of the inputs have smaller causality
indices with inconsistent signs. This can be due to either their small effect on the output
and/or their non-monotonic relationship with the output (see Chapter IV). Based on the
causality index calculation, we picked the three inputs with the largest causality indices to
plot the data for visualization as shown in Figure 11.1. Even though the plot presents the
projection of the 8D space into a 3D space, there is only little overiapping between the
two classes. The causality index calculation is very useful in choosing the sampling
resolution for the different input parameters as it will be shown in the experimental
results of Sec. 11.2. Usually a higher sampling resolution is chosen for the parameters
with higher causality index.

30
415
40
415

Sampling
methods

8
5
5
5

No.
training

No.
training

3
4

No. hidden
nodes

1
1

Causality Index of Each of the 8 Inputs

pitch
FPA
roll
100 random 0.4865 -0.58 2.3376
QBL 0.0986 0.2389 2.501
461
100 random -0.087 0.033 2.3734
1000 random 0.016 0.2192 2.1199
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Q.

Case no.

Table ILL Normalized Causality Index of Several Networks Trained on the Safe Escape
Data. The Index is Consistent for the Flight Path Angle, Altitude and Velocity
Inputs.

-0.153
-0.074
0.1089
-0.008

r
altitude velocits
q
-0.696 -0.454 1.056 -0.366
-0.058 -0.143 1.1481 -0.575
-0.044 0.2883 1.3S54 -0.5 85
-0.021 0.0307 1.7302 -0.6S

•ft

H?5-++.++">!

400

300

velocity (keas)

200-.
100 -

^1000

FPA (deg.)

Altitude (ft.)

1500

Figure 11.1. Input Data Projection in 3D. The Classes are Highly Separable. Dots
Indicate Safe Point, While -i-'s Indicate Unsafe Points.

11.2 Training Results
We have been using a feedforward multilayer perceptron with the bipolar sigmoid
activation function described in (2.10) in all layers. The network inputs have been scaled
such that the minimum value of each parameter corresponds to -1 and the maximum
value corresponds to -i-l. The network has one output, which should be equal to -i-l for
safe patterns, and -1 for unsafe patterns. The extended Kalman filter method has been
used for training. In each case, 3 data sets have been used for training, validation, and
testing, respectively. The validation set is presented to the network after each epoch
during the training, to assess the network generalization performance during the training
process. The testing set is used only after finishing the training process to e\ aluate the
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quality of the network classification. Different network architectures have been tried.
The best results have been obtained with a single hidden layer network with 5 hidden
neurons.

11.2.1 A Comparison Case
For purposes of comparison, we investigated the performance of QBL on a
smaller problem, where the input space could be scanned with enough resolution. In the
safe escape problem we fixed the angular rates to zero, and thus reduced the input space
to 5 dimensions. This reduced space could then be uniformly sampled with a reasonably
high resolution. Two cases have been compared. In the first case, a neural network has
been trained on a high-resolution data set without QBL. In the second case, the network
has been trained on a sparse data set, followed by data generated by network inversion
and oracle query. Using the resolution in Table 11.2, 3 data sets have been generated for
training, validation, and testing, respectively, each of about 86,000 points (the actual
number is slightly different due to convergence failure of the EASY5" steady state
calculation in some extreme cases), for the first case. In the second case, we started with
about 3300 points in each of the training, validation and test sets, using the sampling
resolution of Table 11.3. A higher resolution has been chosen for the FPA, altitude and
velocity because of their higher causality index, compared with the other parameters, and
also because of the availability of high resolution measurements of these parameters. In
both cases, the test set was generated by scanning the input parameters using a uniform
step. The validation and training sets were generated usmg the same step si/e, but after

adding uniform noise to the step size with amplitude equal to % and Vi the step size
respectively. The best network architecture was found to have one hidden layer with 5
neurons.
Table 11.4 summarizes the performance results with and without query. In the
case of QBL, the network has been inverted using 0.0 as a target value. This value
corresponds to the network decision boundary, which is the most critical region. In each
case, the neural network has been trained long enough so that the error on the validation
set would have reached its minimum and started to increase again.

The validation

classification error was then plotted against the epoch number (see Figure 11.3). and the
epoch at which it reaches its minimum was found. The training was then repeated,
stopping this time at the epoch with the minimum number of classification errors on the
validation set. In the third case, where query-based learning was used, the best result was
found when the query data (data generated by network inversion and querying the oracle)
was added to the original uniformly distributed data. Then, training was continued,
starting with the set of weights obtained from the first training stage (with the uniform
data).

QBL is most efficient when the network is originally only roughly trained.

Therefore we had to stop the training using the sparse data eariy enough, before inverting
the network. In case 3 below, we stopped at the point of minimum RMS eiTor on the
validation set, for network inversion. This point (72 epochs) was found to be better than
that of the minimum number of classification error (198 epochs), since it happens much
eariier.

The error rate used below is calculated by dividing the total number of

classification errors by the number of data points in the test set. The results in Table 11.4
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show that training with a very big data set may actually worsen the test result. The best
result was obtained after network inversion and using the query data.
Table 11.2. High-Resolution Sampling with Zero Angular Rates
Parameter

Lower
Limit
-90°
0°
-90°
0
0

Pitch angle
Roll angle
Flight Path Angle
Altitude
Velocity

Upper
Limit

Measurement
resolution
30°
30°
20°
50 ft
50 keas

-H90°

180°
90°
1500 ft
450 keas

Number of samples
6
6
9
30
9

Table 11.3. Low-Resolution Sampling with Zero Angular Rates
Parameter
Pitch angle
Roll angle
Flight Path Angle
Altitude
Velocity

Lower
Limit
-90°
0°
-90°
0
0

Upper
Limit
-^90°
180°
90°
1500 ft
450 keas

Measurement
resolution
60°
60°
36"
100 ft
90 keas

Number of samples
3
3
5
15
5

Table 11.4. Testing Results of the 5 Inputs Comparison Case
Size of Training Set
Case
number

Number of Training E 30chs

Total

With
uniform
data

With
query
data

Total

Error
Rate

0

86046

61

0

61

2.2 17r

3317

0

3317

198

0

198

1.69'~;

3317

551

3868

72

36

108

1.63';

Uniform
sampling

Inversion
data

1

86046

2
3
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'Training Set

1
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26 51 76 101 126 151 176 201 226 251 276 301 326 351 376 401
Epochs
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Figure 11.2. The RMS error during training on the training and validation sets for the
second case of Table 11.4.
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Figure 11.3. The number of classification errors in the training and validation sets for the
second case of Table 11.4.
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11.2.2 The Full Dimension Problem
Here we deal with the original problem, where all the 8 input parameters are
allowed to change. Unlike the comparison case, we could not assume output symmetry
with respect to the roll angle, due to the angular rates. Here again we trained the network
with the EKE method, using the validation technique described above, to determine the
optimum number of training epochs. The best network architecture was found to ha\e
one hidden layer with 5 neurons.
QBL was found to be most effective when we start with only a small and sparse
data set as shown in Table 11.5. Here we started we 100 randomly distributed training
points.

We stopped training after 40 epochs where the validation error reached its

minimum. Query data has then been generated, and training continued from the last state
of weights.

The network has then been inverted a second time, and the network

underwent a second stage of QBL, again from the last state of weights.
A larger training set of 2869 samples has been generated using the sampling rates
of Table 11.6. (The above number of samples is slightly lower the number calculated
from Table 11.6, due to the failure of some cases to converge during the simulation
steady state analysis. This usually happens at extreme angular rates.) Here the sampling
rates are not related to the causality index. The angular rates have a higher sampling rate
than the attitude parameters (pitch and roll angles) because 3 was the minimum number
of samples such that the network could learn the roll symmetry at zero angular rates. The
sampling rates of the other parameters are the maximum values we could use to keep the
size of the training set practical. We used the previously discussed validation technique
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as a stopping criterion. Table 11.7 shows a slightly larger decrease in the error of the
validation set after query, compared with the test set in the second case. Comparing the
second and third case shows that combining the query data with the original data has
better results than just using the query data alone.
Table 11.5. Results of a Two-Stage Query-Based Learning Scenario
Size of Training Set
Case
number

Number of Training Epochs

Total

With
uniform
data

After
first
query

After
second
query

Total

Error
Rate

0

100

40

0

0

40

11.7%

0

485

485

40

415

0

455

3.897r

0

461

461

40

415

415

870

3.367r

Uniform
sampling

Inversion
data

1

100

2
3

Table 11.6. Sampling Rates for the Full Dimension Problem
Parameter
Pitch angle
Roll angle
Flight Path Angle
Akitude
Velocity

Lower
Limit
-90"
-180"
-90"
0
0

Upper
Limit
-h90"
180"
90"
1500 ft
450 keas
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Measurement
resolution
60"
60°
36"
100 ft
90 keas

Number of
samples
0
1

3

3
3

Table 11.7. Results of Training with a Bigger Data Set
Size of Training Set
Case
number

Training Epochs

Test
Set
Error
Rate

Validation Set
Error
Rate

Total

With
uniform
data

With
query
data

Total

0

2869

61

0

61

2.69%

2.59%

2869

595

3464

61

24

85

2.49%

2.15%

0

595

595

61

19

80

2.88%

2.25%

Uniform
sampling

Inversion
data

1

2869

2
3

1

11.2.3 Effect of Sigmoid Scaling
In order to investigate the effect of the sigmoid scaling factor b of (2.9). we
trained 4 different networks with the same training set for 415 epochs each. Comparing
the tesfing results shown in Table 11.8 indicates that using a 0.2 scaling factor improves
the results. This scaling factor was then used in all subsequent simulations.
Table 11.8. Results of Varying the Sigmoid Scaling Factor
Case Number
1
2
3
4

Sigmoid
Scaling Factor
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.1

Error on
Learning Set
1.69%
0.74%
0.69%
1.04%

Error on
Validation Set
3.09%
2.06%
1.03%
3.09%

Error on
Testing Set
4.53%^
5.03%
4.26%
4.92%

'
i

1

11.2.4 Training with Jitter
As explained in Section 11.1, adding a small amount of jitter to the query data can
increase the benefit of the query based-learning. In the test summarized in Table 11.9,
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the training data has been generated by network inversion followed by oracle query. In
the first three cases, the network has 8 inputs. In the last two, the angular rates are fixed
as explained in Sec. 11.2.1. In cases 2 and 3, the noise has a uniform distribution with
ranges 0.01 and 0.001, respectively. In case 5, the noise has a normal distribution with
0.0001 standard deviation. In all cases shown, training with only query data has actually
worsened the results, but adding a very small amount of jitter as in cases 3 and 5 had a
slight beneficial effect.
Table 11.9. Results of Adding Jitter to the Query Data
Case Number
1
2
3
4
5

Jitter Noise
Magnitude
0.0
0.01
0.001
0.0
0.0001

Error on
Learning Set
10.8%
17.28%
10.9%
13.2%'
13.2%

Error on
Validation Set
2.2%
7.9%
2.1%
1.89%
1.89%

Error on
Testing Set
2.4%
8%
2.47r
2.41%
2.387r

11.2.5 Minimizing Misclassifications
Misclassifications are those cases when the neural network says it is safe to eject,
while it is actually unsafe.

These cases are worse than the false alarms where the

network predicts an unsafe prediction while it is safe.

We desire to minimize

misclassifications, even at the expense of a reasonable increase in the false alarm rate.
One way is multiply the cost function by a penalty factor (58) which punishes the
network for misclassifications more than for false alarms.
N,

E = /2^a{t,-x,)'
/t=i

where
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(11.1)

1
a=-lF
M

if
if

v^>0,r^. >0
v^<0,r^>0

if

v^. >0,r^<0

or

v^<0,r^<0
(11.2)

The penalty factor is equal to 1 if classification is correct, to the constant M for
misclassifications, and to F for false alarms. To limit misclassifications. M is greater
than F. We have used F=l in all cases. The first two cases in Table 11.10 show a
roughly trained network (only 100 training samples). Using the penalty factor decreased
the number of misclassifications and even decreased the total error rate. The results are
consistent in the following cases where a bigger training set was used, though using a
higher penalty factor in the last case resulted in an increasing error rate. In both cases the
training was stopped at the epoch of minimum number of classification errors on the
validation set.
Table 11.10. Testing Results Using a Penalty Factor
Case
Number
1
2
3
4
5

M
1
1.5
1
1.5
2.0

Size of
Training Set
100
100
2012
2012
2012

Misclassifications
6.81%
4.86%
1.12%
0.93%
1.32%

False Alarms

Total Errors

7.27o
7.62%
1.12%
1.27%
1.66%

14.01%
12.48%
2.247r
2.27<

2.98^r

Another way to bias the network decision toward more conservative safe
decisions is to present more unsafe cases in the training set. Particulariy in case number
2 of Table 11.11, we generated 595 inversion data points, and added only the unsafe
instances (234 points) to the original data set of case 1. We noticed a considerable
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decrease in the number of misclassifications, at the expense of some increase in the total
number of errors. The test set used below had 2048 samples.
Table 11.11. Reducing the Misclassifications by Using Only Unsafe Samples in the
Query Data
Case
Number
1
2

Size of Training Set
Uniform Inversion
Total
Sampling
Data
2012
0
2012
2012
234
2246

Number of
Misclassifications
23
15
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Number of
False
Alarms
23
47

Total Number
of Errors
46
62

CHAPTER Xn
AEROSPACE APPLICATION II OF QBL:
CONTROL DISTRIBUTION

Difficult mapping problems occur routinely in engineering applications due to
under-specification or control power limitations of physical systems. Neural networks
have been shown to provide a compact and efficient means for implementing this type of
mapping function for real-time simulation or embedded controller applications (72). In
the control loop of the ejection seat, it is desired to map desired moment components to
achievable thrust commands to be applied to the four rocket nozzles. Control thrusts
typically contain constraints that create a limited envelope of feasible moment
combinations. This results in a mapping function that is not one to one, and therefore not
directly invertible. The functional relationship of the moment and the thrust spaces is
illustrated in Figure 12.1.

Figure 12.1. Mapping between thrust and moment spaces.
With Permission - The Boeing Company.
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The input for this problem is the set of desired moments to be applied to the body,
shown as the range M of a non-injective function/. The output is the set of physically
achievable thrusts satisfying the system constraints, represented by the inverse image of
M under/, shown as T. A restriction o f / t o a subset of M, labeled L. is shown as the
injective function h. The mapping of interest is T = g{M). This is obtained by mapping
M to L, and then using T = h~\L).

The mapping of points in M to L requires using

pseudo-inverse, iterative linear search, or other optimization procedures. These methods
produce discrete data that describe the inverse mapping function g. Figure 12.2 provides
an illustration and block diagram description of the problem.

My
Mz

With T: M=/(location of T, direction cosines of D,
whereMeTx' andreilx",
n

^ndYj, = T„„. 7;e[0,r,„J.

Figure 12.2. Nonlinear moments to thrusts mapping
With Permission - The Boeing Company.

A 3-dimensional moment envelope determined for a system with four rockets is
shown in Figure 12.3. The size and shape of this feasible envelope is defined hy the
individual and total thrust constraints given in (12.1) and (12.2). This is the set of
moments depicted as the set L in Figure 12.1.
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^T.

=6000

(12.1)

0<r,<3000

(12.2)

/=i

where n is the number of nozzles. In addition, one of the nozzles may fail. In th IS
case.
r, =1500

(12.3)

where / is the index of the failing nozzle. A linear optimization technique was
used to generate desired moments to thrust training data.

Figure 12.3. Achievable moment envelope for the control of a four-rocket ejection seat.
With Permission - The Boeing Company.
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12.1 QBE for a Mapping with Continuous Outputs
The application of QBL to a mapping problem with continuous output values is a
new area of investigation. Classification problems, where the desired output is usually
binary have been the traditional application. In that case, the network is inverted for a
target value corresponding to the classes boundary data points (e.g., 0.0 in case of using
hyperbolic tangent as the output node nonlinearity). These patterns can be challenging to
learn. After inverted data is generated, an oracle is used to calculate new true target
values.
For a continuous mapping case, the choice of the output inversion target value
should be different. Those values that the network has difficulty to learn need to be
inverted. In the control distribution application we are most interested in minimizing the
maximum error at the output, not just the RMS error. We selected the output inversion
target values such that we can reduce abnormally big errors. Once the network weight is
fixed, a test data set is run through the partially trained network. The actual output is
then compared with the desired one, and whenever the error is larger than some upper
limit (the choice of which only relies on personal discretion), the corresponding actual
neural network output is used as the inversion target value. By inverting the network,
several input patterns can then be obtained, corresponding to each target output \alue.
The oracle can then be queried to provide the true outputs corresponding to the obtamed
input patterns. These new input/output pairs are used to further train the network in
addition to the original training data set.
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12.2 Results
A three-input-four-output multilayer feed-forward network was used to map the
moment components (MY, MV, MZ) into 4 thrust commands which can produce these
moments, or the closest possible moments if the original ones are not feasible, according
to the original data generated by the oracle. Two hidden layers were used containing 10
neurons in the first hidden layer and 5 in the second layer. QBL was used to emphasize
releaming of data sets with large errors. The process goal is to keep the absolute testing
error within the required upper limit for all test patterns.
The multi-layer feed-forward network was trained using 1331 initial learning
data. The data was generated by dividing the input space into 10 divisions along each
dimension, then adding some noise to the step size. The Extended Kalman Filtering
algorithm was used for training the network.
Test results revealed that though the error of the first and third outputs {T\ and T;,)
were maintained within the same range, the errors of T2 and 74 exhibited several spikes
where the error exceeded 5001bs, as shown in Figure 12.4 (a). All these spikes happened
during the first 500 points of the test set. T^ had 26 points with error larger than 5001bs,
while Ti had 24 points, always occurring simultaneously with corresponding 74 points.
Using the 26 points where T^ error exceeded 5001bs, as target values. Query data was
generated a first time, using network inversion as described above, resulting in 127 new
training data. Using the oracle, corresponding real outputs have been found. The new ly
generated 127 patterns were uniformly distributed in the original training data set. One
hundred twenty seven original patterns were removed so that the length of the data sets
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would stay fixed to 1331. This would allow comparison of results based on the quality of
data, and eliminating the effect of data set length. The network was then retrained,
restarting with initial random weights. After this first query cycle, re-testing the network
showed a reduction in the number of points of larger error to only 19 for both Tz and T^^.
A second inversion and query have been done using these 19 points resulting in 96 new
training data points. These points were added to the 127 points obtained from the first
query cycle and the total of 223 data points have been incorporated with the original data
in the same fashion as in the first cycle. Using this third data set. the network has been
retrained again restarting with initial random weights.

Test results showed further

reduction in the number of points of big error to 18 and 17 points in Ti and 7^4,
respectively.
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Figure 12.4. Use of QBL for minimizing Error of r4.(a) Enor of Tj^ before using QBL.
(b) Error of T^ after first use of QBL. (c) En'or of ^4 after second use of QBL.
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Figure 12.4. shows the progress made in testing error. After the first query the
testing error is significantly reduced. After the 2nd query, further reduction on testing
error has been achieved, as shown in Figure 12.4 (c). Investigation of applying the QBL
technique to target reduction of the negative error values is ongoing.
The BP algorithm has also been applied to train the feed-forward network (with
10-5 hidden units). Overall results seem to agree with that of the Extended Kalman
Filtering algorithm. Figure 12.5 a-d show typical learning curves for training data and
validation data sets. Various different learning gains, momentum gains, and random seed
values were tried. The convergence speed for the QBL method is drastically improved.
The maximum error in the figures is the maximum error among 4 outputs.
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Figure 12.5. Effect of QBL on the Learning Curve, (a) BP Learning curve of the training
data set without query set. (b) Testing error conducted with validation set for
every 10 epochs of training without query set. (c) BP Learning curve of the
training data set with query data, (d) Testing error conducted with validation set
for every 10 epochs of training with query data.
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CHAPTER XIII
CONCLUSIONS

Neural network inversion is the process by which one can find the input pattern
which produces a desired target output. There exist several methods to invert a netw ork.
including gradient descent and an evolutionary algorithm. The first approach has the
advantage of speed, especially in the case of a large number of inversion points. The
second approach has the advantage of uniformly distributing the inversion points.
Network inversion has been used in neural network explanation and query-based
learning.
A survey of neural network explanation and rule extraction techniques has been
given. A new neural network explanation algorithm has been invented using network
inversion. The new technique can approximate the network decision surface in terms of
hyperplanes. Inversion followed by sliding along the boundary has been used to project a
point in the input space on the network decision boundary. An information theoretic
analysis of rule extraction has been given and measures of the rules fidelity and accuracy
have been derived.

The new explanation technique has been applied to benchmark

problems for validation as well to a real aerospace problem. The extracted rules were
further simplified for better human understandability. Visualization has also been used to
aid the explanation.
Network inversion is the core of query-based learning. Query-based learning has
been applied to two real aerospace problems, for decision and mapping, respectnely. In
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decision or classification problems, using a sigmoid scaling factor when inverting with
gradient descent can increase the convergence rate. Adding jitter to the query data can
improve the network generalization. After oracle query, data from only one class can be
used in order to bias the network toward minimizing misclassifications or false alarms.
In mapping problems, different techniques can be followed to generate query data. One
approach is to generate data at points with maximum testing error. This has the potential
of reducing the maximum error, which is often desirable in engineering problems. In
utilizing newly acquired query data, one can use both the original the query data and retrain the network. One can also re-train the network with the query data only.
Addifionally, the network can be incrementally retrained (i.e., re-training the network
from previous weights), or can be reinitialized before retraining.
Future work can investigate the extension of the suggested new explanation
technique to multiple class problems as well as to regression problems. One approach
which can be taken regarding regression problems is to discretize the output.

This

approach may be more suitable for single-output networks, but may face the curse of
dimensionality in multiple-output networks. In QBL, future work would investigate
alternative ways to choose the target output before inversion, especially in mapping
problems.
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APPENDIX A
NEURAL NETWORK TRAINING:
EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER

The neural network architecture used in this paper is the Multi-layer perceptron
(MLP).

The neural network has been trained using the extended Kalman filter (72)

advanced training method. This training is viewed as a parameter estimation problem for
a nonlinear system-neural network. This method adapts weights of the network in a
pattem-by-pattem fashion accumulating important training information in approximate
error covariance matrices and providing individually adjusted updates for each of the
network's weights.
We assume that all weights of the network are assembled in a vector W of length
M. This vector can be split in several disjoint groups. Let us denote W^ as a weight
vector of the g-ih group of weights. The index ge{\.G), where G is the total number of
groups. We assume that W\U W2 u ...u

WG= W and size(Wi)-i-size(H^2)+---+size(\i'(;) =

M.
The derivatives necessary for training can be obtained using the backpropagation
method (14). These derivatives are stored in a set of matrices Hg (one matrix per group
of weights), where each H^ has dimensions size(W^,)xA^L- ^L being the number of output
nodes in a neural network with L layers.

Training of the network is viewed as a parameter estimation problem.

The

following equations form the basis of the extended Kalman filter-based training
procedure:

G

A(t) = rj~'it)I+^Hl{t)P(t)H(t)

^-i

(A.l)

;'=i

K^{t) = P^(t)H^(t)A(t),

(A.2)

W^(t + i) = W^{t) + K^{t)8{t),

(A.3)

P, {t + i) = P^ (t) - K^ (t)Hl (t)P^ (t) + Q^ (t).

(A.4)

where t is the training epoch number, r}{t) is a scalar learning rate, K^{t) is the Kalman
gain matrix for the ^-th group of weights, e(t) = D{t) - Y{t) is the A^^xl error vector
(difference between desired and actual neural network output) and ^{t)t\t)l2
familiar squared error, to be minimized, Pg{t) is the

S,\ZQ{W^) X

forms the

size(Vy^,) approximate

error covariance matrix which models correlation between each pair of weights within the
g-i\\ group of weights, Qg{t) is a positive diagonal matrix that helps to avoid numerical
divergence of the procedure and prevents getting stuck in a poor local minimum (73).
Grouping of weights can be done in a variety of ways. We employ grouping by
node, i.e. weights belonging to the same neuron are grouped together. Such a grouping is
thus reflected in the name node-decoupled extended Kalman filter (NDEKF) algorithm.
Grouping by node results in a significant reduction of computational comple\ii\ and
storage requirements since the dimensionality of each of error covariance matrices P^ can
then be made much smaller than the M~ dimensionality of the case when G = 1 (70). The
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matrices P^,(0) are initialized as diagonal matrices with large diagonal elements (e.g.. with
values between 100 and 10000). User-specified values of r}(t) and diagonal components
of Q^{t) are usually decreased from 100 and 0.01 to 0.01 and 10^ respecti\el\. as
training proceeds.
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